
SPARTAK ENTERPRISES,  INC.
               FOLD DOWN DESK
                   Model #1017B-11WH

                    LOT #1737

IF PARTS ARE MISSING AND OR DEFECTIVE, IF INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT CLEAR         
OR IF YOU ARE EXPERIENCING PROBLEMS ASSEMBLING OUR PRODUCT.

BEFORE YOU RETURN THE PRODUCT TO THE STORE,
PLEASE CALL US TOLL FREE FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSISTANCE

(888) 777-8250
OR SEND US EMAIL AT 

help@spartakent.com
PLEASE HAVE ITEM NUMBER READY, AND A REPRESENTATIVE WILL GLADLY ASSIST YOU

SPARTAK ENTERPRISES, INC.  841 E. FRANCIS STR. ONTARIO, CA. 91761 TEL; 909/930-0670 FAX; 909/930-9921
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1017A-Left Side 
1017B-Right Side
1017C-Sliding side leg
1017D-Drawer back
1010E-Drawer bottom
1010F-Dr. left side
1010G-Dr. right side

1pcs
1pc
1pc
5pcs
5pcs
5pcs
5pcs

1017H-Drawer Front
1017I-Top
1017J-Extension
1017K-Bottom
1017L-Brace
1017M-Back Panel

5pcs
1pc
1pc
1pc
2pc
1pc
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When first inserting camlocks, make sure they always point towards 
edge of board as indicated.

UNLOCKED 
POSITION

 Do not use more than one drop of glue as it may cause board to split.

 Tap dowels in with a hammer.  Make sure the dowels go in as far 
possible.  They should stick out no more than 1/2 of an inch.

A & B C

K



When locked, arrow on camlock should point away from the edge as 
indicated.2

Please follow steps on this diagram to avoid 
breakage of bottom part (O).

3
2
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Turn camlock
clockwise to 
lock the bolt

RAW EDGE



When lifting up the assembly hold bottom (K) by corners as indicated 
by arrow to avoid damage of bottom part.3

Allow at least 30 minutes for glue to set before proceeding with this 
unit.  In the mean time you can assemble drawers.

B

Make sure the laminated 
edge on bottom (k) is facing 
forward as indicated. Once 
you glue the parts you won't 
be able to undo this step.

Laminated Edge

K

I

Insert locking caster 
into leg (A) that will be 
at the front right 
corner.

A

Tap in plastic inserts in first.
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Finished Side

M

Place the unit face down.  Align the back panels (M) over the  unit. 
Make sure the assembly is square and leave equal amount of margin 
all around.  Tack the two opposing corners of the back panel down 
first using nails as shown, then the other two.  Next, nail the back 
panel all around with approximately 6" spacing between the nails. 
Make sure to keep the nails centered on the edges to avoid splitting of 
the boards.



Do not over tighten the screws as you may strip the wood.  It will be a 
good idea not to use power drill.5
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SFH612A

C

Use two part (F) or (G) to 
support
mobile panel while connecting 
part (C) to part (L) with the 
hinge..
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E
YES

NO

H

HF G D

YES

Apply thick coat of glue to drawer grooves on one of 
each parts (F), (G), (H) and (D).

NO

G

F

H

Assemble one drawer at the time to avoid glue setting in 
before you put parts together.

Look at examples below for the correct and 
incorrect alignment of drawer sides (G_ and (F). 

When assembling the drawers, make sure drawer 
edges are snug and aligned with the drawer grooves. 
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D

E

Insert (D) into drawer bottom (E).  Repeat this process until all 
drawers are assembled.  Allow at least two hours for glue to set. 

Excess glue around edges will turn translucent, once it has set.
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SRM415Z



TRANSFORMATION  INSTRUCTIONS11

Next, push the side panel in.  
Make sure you push it in as
far as it will go.

First, lift the top panel slightly.  
(NOTE: Lift just enough so that 
the boards will not get damaged).

Finally, gently let the top panel down. Voila!!!


